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The IT team for a small government organization wants to deploy Horizon Apps. 
 

✑ It needs to provide Windows desktops to two groups of users. 
✑ Most users only need a few Windows applications. 
✑ It wants to minimize storage space required. 
✑ It determined that they need 4 RDS Hosts, but more will be needed in the next 6 to 

8 weeks. 
✑ It installed and configured RDS on a Windows server VM, installed the Horizon 

Agent, and then the Windows applications. 
 

What steps must the organization perform next to create a scalable and flexible Horizon 
Apps deployment? 

 

A. 1. Create a manual Horizon RDS Farm2. Clone the RDS VM 4 times3. Create and 
entitle an RDS desktop pool4. Create and entitle RDS application pools 
B. 1. Create an automated Horizon RDS Farm2. Select the RDS VM with the Horizon 
Agent3. Create and entitle two RDS desktop pools4. Create and entitle RDS application 
pools 
C. 1. Create an automated Horizon RDS Farm2. Select the RDS VM with the Horizon 
Agent3. Create and entitle an RDS desktop pool4. Create and entitle RDS application 
pools 
D. 1. Clone the RDS VM 4 times2. Create a manual Horizon RDS Farm3. Create and 
entitle two RDS desktop pools4. Create and entitle RDS application pools 

 
Answer: B 

 
 
 
 

 
 
Which ports on a firewall need to be opened to allow client PCoIP traffic to flow from user’s 
endpoints to a Unified Access Gateway appliance? 

 

A. TCP 4172 and UDP 4172 
B. TCP 443 and TCP 4172 
C. TCP 443 and UDP 4172 
D. TCP 4172 and UDP 443 

 
Answer: A 
Explanation: References: 

Question No : 1 
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An architect has been asked to evaluate the existing Active Directory infrastructure to 
implement a Horizon 7-based virtual Desktop infrastructure. 

 

The Active Directory Admin helped the architect create the attached exhibit related to the 
current Active Directory. 

 
 
 

 
 
The customer specified these requirements: 

 
 

✑ Extend the same Horizon 7 infrastructure to a 20 User Organization from Stand- 
Alone Domain. 

✑ Two users from the Stand-Alone Domain must have Administration access to 
Horizon View Infrastructure. 

 
The architect has been asked to recommend Active Directory changes with a constraint of 
least possible trust relationship and credential duplication to meet the additional 
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requirement. 

 
Referring to the exhibit, which two recommendations would enable Active Directory 
infrastructure to meet requirements? 

 

A. Configure Secondary credential for View administration users only. 
B. Establish two-way trust relationship between Parent Domain A and Stand-Alone 
Domain. 
C. Establish one-way trust relationship between Parent Domain A and Stand-Alone 
Domain. 
D. Configure Secondary credential for View Desktop users only. 
E. Configure Secondary credential for View Desktop users and View Administration 
Domain. 

 
Answer: A,C 

 
 
 
 

 
 
After a successful proof of concept (PoC), a company has migrated all users to virtual 
desktops using VMware Horizon View and AppVolumes. The company administrator is 
asked to make a legacy application available to some users. The administrator discovers 
the application only runs on Windows XP and therefor does NOT install on the newly 
created Windows 10 virtual desktops. 

 

Which distribution method should the administrator use to attempt to distribute the 
application? 

 

A. Use Mirage and distribute is as an Applayer. 
B. Use AppVolumes and create an AppStack with the Application. 
C. Use RDS and distribute it as a Hosted App. 
D. Use Thinapp and package the Application in a Thinapp. 

 
Answer: D 

 
 
 
 

 
 
A company is proposing: 

✑ All external network users will access their desktop using BLAST protocol. No 
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other protocol will be used. 
✑ Device will NOT be allowed to be attached to PCs while users are outside of the 

internal network. 
✑ VMware Unified Access Gateways will be deployed behind a secure network and 

strict security requirements implemented. 
 
A consultant was brought in to determine backend firewall port requirements to support the 
proposal. 

 

What are the minimum required firewall rules between the Unified Access Gateway 
appliance and back end components? 

 

A. Unified Access Gateway Appliance to View Connection Server or Load balancer on port 
443Unified Access Gateway Appliance to Remote Desktop on port 8443 
B. Unified Access Gateway Appliance to View Connection Server or Load balancer on port 
443Unified Access Gateway Appliance to Remote Desktop on port 22443Unified Access 
Gateway Appliance to Remote Desktop on port 32111 
C. Unified Access Gateway Appliance to View Connection Server or Load balancer on port 
80Unified Access Gateway Appliance to View Connection Server or Load balancer on port 
443Unified Access Gateway Appliance to Remote Desktop on port 8443 
D. Unified Access Gateway Appliance to View Connection Server or Load balancer on port 
443Unified Access Gateway Appliance to Remote Desktop on port 22443 

 
Answer: B 

 
 
 
 

 
 
A company has several applications that are being moved to a Horizon environment. An 
architect has been given several application types and is designing an environment to 
accommodate all of the applications. 

 

List of applications: 
 

✑ WebSeller – a cloud-based application that is single sign-on capable. 
✑ SalesCalc – a Windows application that needs a very old version of Java and 

needs to be accessed offline. 
✑ AppOffice – a group of Windows based application that needs to be deployed 

together to an existing View linked clone desktop pool for the remote sales team. 
✑ RelationCRM – a server-based application that is currently accessed via RDP. 

Match each application with its appropriate deployment method. 
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Answer: 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Match the customer issue with a VMware Horizon View solution. 
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Answer: 

 

 
 
 
 

 
 
Company M recently acquired Company T. All Company M employees work in the same 
office building. Company T has multiple buildings. Company T uses a single domain Active 
Directory (AD) structure as shown in the exhibit. They place end users in one of several AD 
groups in an OU based on the floor of the building where that user’s office is located. Over 
the next six months, the IT team will be adding AD groups and user accounts for Company 
T employees. 
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The IT team decided to implement VMware Horizon and deploy all end user applications 
using Horizon RDS application pools. All users need access to all Horizon RDS 
applications. 

 

After creating the Horizon RDS application pools, what task should the IT team perform to 
enable users access the applications with the least administrative effort? 

 

A. Entitle each AD group to the Horizon RDS application pools. 
B. Entitle each RDS Host to the Horizon RDS application pools. 
C. Entitle the AD domain to the Horizon RDS application pools. 
D. Entitle each OU to the Horizon RDS application pools. 

 
Answer: A 

 
 
 
 

 
 
The finance group in a company has asked for a new application to be made available to 
all of the members of the finance department. The application is currently installed on all 
the finance desktops, but will be moving to a cloud-hosted model. 
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What solution should the IT administrator use to manage access to the new application? 

 
A. Package the application using ThinApp and deploy to the finance department. 
B. Manage the application with VMware Identity Manager. 
C. Assign the new application to the finance department using App Volumes. 
D. Deploy each user a new cloud based virtual desktop. 

 
Answer: A 

 
 
 
 

 
 
A company has decided to implement RDS Application Pools. Its current server standard is 
Windows Server 2008 R2. The application requires access to a client USB device. 

 

What must be done to allow USB redirection for this setup? 
 

A. Install new RDS servers using Windows Server 2012 R2. 
B. Install View Client on user device with USB redirection feature enabled. 
C. Install VMware User Environment Manager. 
D. Install View Agent on existing RDS Servers and select USB redirection to be included. 

 
Answer: A 

 
 
 
 

 
 
A company has developed a new in-house web application supporting SAML Federation. 
The CIO has asked that all sales users access the application using the single sign-on 
option. Users will access this application from several different locations globally. The 
company has two datacenters based in the US and UK. 

 

Which VMware technology can an architect recommend to meet the requirements? 
 

A. VMware User Environment Manager 
B. VMware App Volumes 
C. VMware Identity Manager 
D. VMware Horizon View 
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Answer: C 

 
 
 
 

 
 
A hospital is looking to introduce a new work model. Their goal is to allow doctors and 
nurses to access care applications more flexibly. An important task is that Android and iOS 
tablets be allowed for hospital staff. The IT department is faced with the task of executing 
on the requirements. 

 

The current client environment is: 
 
 

✑ Physical Windows 7 desktops and laptops 
✑ 2500 Windows based applications 
✑ 300 Web based applications, where 200 requires Internet Explorer 
✑ Windows applications are managed using Microsoft SCCM 

 
Any solution must be in production within 6 months. IT was approved to start building a 
non-optimized solution to get things started. At a later date, investments will be spent on 
optimizing the solution. There is no time for a proper application assessment and user 
segmentation, so the solution must support as broad a user base as possible. 

 

The main priorities for the design are: 
 

✑ Time to market 
✑ Change as little as possible of existing management processes 

What solution would support the main priorities? 

A. Deploy Horizon 7 on vSAN ready nodes. Create full clones Windows 7 VDI desktops 
and manage applications using the existing Microsoft SCCM solution. 
B. Deploy Horizon 7 on vSAN ready nodes. Create linked clones desktops based on 
Windows 10 and manage applications using App Volumes. 
C. Deploy Horizon 7 on existing SAN and use Application Publishing to allow access to all 
Windows applications. Use VMware Identity Manager to allow access to all Web 
applications natively on the tablets. 
D. Order a new physical SAN and deploy Horizon 7. Use Instant Clones Windows 7 VDI 
desktops to save SAN storage. Manage applications using Microsoft SCCM. 

 
Answer: C 
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Which three options need to be considered when implementing multiple vCenter Server in 
App Volumes 2.x? (Choose three.) 

 

A. Datastore names must be unique. 
B. Each vCenter must use the same credentials. 
C. Host names must be unique. 
D. Portgroups must be unique. 
E. Each vCenter must support Cross vCenter VMotion. 

 
Answer: A,C,D 

 
 
 
 

 
 
A customer is struggling with how to support application delivery to its highly mobile sales 
force. There are two Windows applications that need to be delivered, which could present a 
challenge. Both applications use a local copy of the central database and the applications 
are frequently being updated. 

 

During assessments and user interviews, the sales personnel indicated that they frequently 
use these two applications while traveling in areas with poor connectivity. The sales people 
rarely connect to the company network. Pushing out updates using a traditional deployment 
system is therefore difficult. 

 

Which solution from VMware would solve the customer’s situation? 
 

A. Package the applications as an App Volumes Appstack. Manage delivery and updates 
off the Appstack using VMware Identity Manager. 
B. Package the applications using ThinApp and manage delivery and updates using 
VMware Identity Manager. 
C. Install the applications on RDS Hosts and publish them using Horizon 7. Since installed 
centrally, management of the applications will now be possible using traditional methods. 
D. Package the application using ThinApp for isolation and publish them to users using 
Horizon 7. Place the ThinApp packages on a network share for central and easy updates. 

 
Answer: D 

Question No : 13 
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A company has a use case for instant clones and 3D NVIDIA video cards. The current 
environment consists of Horizon 7.0 and vSphere 6.5. 

 

In which design standard category does the scenario fit? 
 

A. Assumption 
B. Requirement 
C. Risk 
D. Constraint 

 
Answer: B 

 
 
 
 

 
 
A company wants to migrate end user applications to VMware App Volumes. The IT team 
creates five App Stacks using a Windows desktop VM deployed from a golden master 
image used for all Horizon desktop pools. Some users experience application failures with 
a few applications in some of the App Stacks. 

 

What can the IT team do to resolve these application issues? 
 

A. Update the App Volumes Agent in the golden master image, then delete and redeploy 
the Horizon desktops of the users experiencing issues. 
B. Install a new copy of the same Windows operating system without any updates, 
patches, or service packs, and use it as the App Volumes capture VM. 
C. Refresh the Horizon desktop VMs of the users experiencing the issues. 
D. Capture each application in a single App Stack and assign each user the correct 
application using Identity Manager. 

 
Answer: B 

 
 
 
 

 
 
An architect is deploying Horizon 7.0 on vSAN 6.2. The architect wants to take advantage 

Question No : 15 
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of the erasure coding feature to save disk space. Each host contains 4TB of capacity flash 
disk. The desktop base image has 2GB of RAM and a 40GB C: drive. The cluster must 
support 200 concurrent users. 

 

Which two configurations satisfy requirements? (Choose two.) 
 

A. 4-host cluster, FTT=2 
B. 5-host cluster, FTT=2 
C. 6-host cluster, FTT=2 
D. 3-host cluster, FTT=1 
E. 4-host cluster, FTT=1 

 
Answer: C,E 

 
 
 
 

 
 
A customer is looking to implement a VMware solution with these requirements: 

 
 

✑ Support for 200 call center employees on a single 8-hour shift 
✑ Application access through physical Windows 7 desktops 
✑ Restrict access to only these applications: Google Chrome, FileZilla (an open 

source FTP application), and a custom in-house client-server call center 
application 

 
An architect is tasked with determining the lowest cost license solution that will meet the 
customer’s requirements. 

 

Which solution should the architect choose? 
 

A. 600 concurrent licenses of Horizon 7 
B. 200 named licenses of Horizon 7 
C. 200 concurrent licenses of Horizon 7 
D. 600 named licenses of Horizon 7 

 
Answer: C 
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A small government organization wants to implement stateless desktops using VMware 
products. The IT team is unable to add or alter any GPO in the organization’s Active 
Directory. It wants to minimize the storage space required for the user VMs and preserve 
user’s profiles and other personalization settings. 

 

Which accomplishes these goals? 
 

A. Horizon Instant Clone desktop pools with VMware User Environment Manager 
B. Horizon RDS desktop pools with App Volumes Writable Volumes 
C. Horizon Full VM desktop pools with App Volumes Writable Volumes 
D. Horizon Linked Clones desktop pools with persistent disks 

 
Answer: A 

 
 
 
 

 
 
A customer has an aging storage array that must be replaced. The array is used by 
VMware hosts in their data center. The storage array is under warranty, but the hosts are 
all out of warranty. The customer wants new hardware running Horizon 7, and is open to a 
hyperconverged solution. The project must take place with minimal-to-no disruption during 
normal business hours. The CIO states there is a maximum budget of $600, 000 for the 
project. The IT Director says their UPS units were replaced last year and they don’t need to 
be updated. The existing racks are heavily populated, with limited rack units remaining and 
no additional datacenter floorspace for another rack. 

 

Match the statements taken from the scenario with its correct design category. 
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